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DRAMA FOUNDATION
This one-year intensive course runs two specialist pathways for aspiring performers: Classical
& Contemporar y Acting and Musical Theatre. We believe that if you specialise early in the
training process, it gives you the oppor tunity to focus on refining key performance skills so
you are confident when entering the increasingly competitive audition process for a place
at a drama school, and you are ready to take on the challenges that come with a three-year
training programme.
Modelled on a 1st year Conser vatoire-style actor training programme, you will enjoy up to
30 hours of contact time with teaching staff, including weekly one-on-one tuition with acting,
voice, movement and singing teachers to address specific needs and help develop a strong
reper toire of audition pieces. Class groups are small, which allows for intensive work that can
adapt to meet your needs ‘in the moment’. It also allows for immediate personalised feedback
and guidance. This unique method of learning ensures that you are instilled with confidence
ready for the audition process.
Teaching staff are highly trained and are, or have recently been, active as theatre professionals.
Our close-knit teaching teams are dedicated to helping you discover your full creative and
expressive potential as unique performers. The Drama Depar tment at CSVPA prides itself on
the family atmosphere that has evolved, which provides you with the challenging, yet safe and
suppor tive environment you need to take risks, push boundaries and grow as creative ar tists.
Our courses offer many and various oppor tunities to perform to both in-house and public
audiences, to create and develop your own work, and to experience live professional
theatre across a broad spectrum of genres and styles in a variety of theatrical spaces. These
oppor tunities ensure the solid grounding in both skill and learning that you need to move
successfully into the next level of your training. On successful completion you will be awarded
the Trinity Level 4 Diploma in Performing.
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...THIS IS WHAT MAKES CSVPA UNIQUE

CLASSICAL &
CONTEMPORARY ACTING
Actor training has two distinct facets. The first
has to do with the holistic development of
the human being that allows them to expand
their imaginative and empathic capacities, to
deepen their sensitivity to the broad spectrum
of human experience and emotion, and to
push the boundaries of their willingness and
ability to connect with and express powerful
and often painful feelings with freedom and
authenticity. The second concerns the training
of the actor’s ‘instruments’ – his/her body and
their voice – and the master y of the technical
elements of performance that enables an
actor to communicate effectively with an
audience. These two facets of work often feel
at odds with one another – pure feeling versus
pure technique – but when an actor can build
within him or herself a strong bridge between
them, that is when the magic happens. And
that is when the actor, as a skilled creative
ar tist, is at his/her most powerful.

On our Classical & Contemporar y Acting
Foundation, our goal is to help you grow and
progress in all of these aspects of an actor’s
craft. Our programme is strongly focussed
on the development of the individual as a
whole human being – physically, emotionally
and intellectually. The work is geared to help
improve confidence, emotional accessibility,
physical and mental stamina, openness, focus,
willingness to explore and experiment,
intuition and instinct, trust, presence,
independent thinking skills, self-discipline and
motivation, as well as a strong work ethic.
You will be suppor ted as you go through
this process. However, the C&C Acting
course also provides a strong grounding in
all aspects of technique and skills-building, as
well as varied oppor tunities to rehearse and
perform, which allow you to work towards
building that crucial bridge.

SUBJECTS STUDIED
ACTING

PHONETICS

Investigate the major acting techniques developed by
influential practitioners, such as Stanislavski, Uta Hagen,
Sanford Meisner and Michael Chekhov, and discover how to
apply them to your own work in performance. Developing
authenticity, emotional connection, imagination and
commitment are central aspects of this work.

Gain a basic understanding of the International Phonetic
Alphabet (IPA) and phonetic notation as it pertains to two of
the most fundamental accents in the actor’s tool kit: Received
Pronunciation and General American.

SCENE STUDY
Explore the history of texts from pivotal stages in theatrical
history in a practical, hands-on way and apply skills explored
in acting classes to develop clear, rounded characters and
dynamic relationships within selected scenes.

THEATRE IN CONTEXT
Deepen your knowledge and understanding of the history and
development of theatre in the West from the Ancient Greeks
through to cutting-edge contemporary drama, as well as
discovering radical yet influential practitioners, such as Peter
Brook, Brecht, Meyerhold, Grotowski and Artaud and key
aspects of world theatre.

VOICE
Learn to free your body of tension and inefficient patterns of
‘self-use’ to find a flexible, connected, authentic and healthy
voice that is fully expressive and capable of communicating
complex thoughts and deep emotions with clarity and power.

TEXT
Combine a solid grounding in textual analysis with exploratory
embodiment techniques to unlock and deepen your
connection with various forms of writing from Shakespearean
verse through to narrative prose and poetry.

EXPLORATORY MOVEMENT
Discover your body’s expressive potential as you untangle
yourself from old physical habits and embrace a way of
working that is anchored in authenticity, vulnerability and
honest, impulsive reactions to texts and other stimuli.

APPLIED MOVEMENT THEORY
Investigate the theories of some of the 20th and 21st
centuries’ most prominent movement practitioners through
lectures and somatic interrogations, and uncover the potential
that these paradigms hold for the emotional and physical lives
of the characters created by the physical actor.

GROUP SINGING
Improve your overall singing technique whilst learning key skills
for singing within an ensemble, such as listening, tuning, timing
and following lines of harmony.

ACTING A SONG
Work with both a singing and an acting coach to develop a
repertoire of songs that are as skilfully acted as they are sung,
with fully-realised characters, emotional depth and effective
storytelling.

CONTEMPORARY DANCE
Continue to explore the expressive potential of your body
through innovative choreography. With strong links to physical
theatre, contemporary dance gives you a whole new medium
through which stories can be told.

MUSICAL THEATRE DANCE
Develop proficiency in a range of relevant dance
techniques such as jazz, lyrical, tap and hip hop, and learn to ‘sell’
choreographic compositions with precision, energy and flair.

BALLET
This ballet class will provide students with opportunities to work
on improving their posture, coordination, weight placement and
strength, in addition to performance skills, team-work and spatial
awareness. The students will learn and build on basic ballet
vocabulary while working in large or small groups and doing
individual practice. Students will also be given opportunities to
experiment with their own creative and choreographic abilities.
This class will help to develop an all-around and versatile
performer.

WEEKLY WORKSHOPS
You will participate in regular toolkit workshops from
Shakespeare, voice and movement through to mask work,
musical theatre dance and improvisation along with a range of
exciting, new and evolving workshops.

Throughout the year students are required to attend certain, specified productions and are encouraged to view live theatre
productions as part of the course. Specific visits to drama school productions will be arranged by your course leader. There are
also visits to London for the purposes of finding appropriate audition material. It should be noted that the cost of theatre tickets and
transportation is not covered in the tuition fees. Students/parents will need to ensure that students have access to funds for these
important excursions throughout the year.

MUSICAL THEATRE
Working from the same overall ethos as the Classical &
Contemporar y Acting course, our Musical Theatre stream
is designed to cultivate the strong singing and dancing skills
that def ine the genre, and also to help you grow and develop
as sensitive, imaginative, expressive, emotionally-connected
actors who are well grounded in good technique. This actordriven ethos infuses ever y element of the per formance-related
aspects of the course; the teaching team work closely together
to ensure that authenticity in character development and
stor y telling are at the hear t of the work. At the same time,
you are provided with regular technique classes to expand
your reper toire of per formance skills, to ref ine and advance
the skills you already have, and to encourage prof iciency in the
theoretical elements that underpin the ar t form.
The Musical Theatre Foundation is a dynamic, challenging
and multi-faceted course that demands versatility, energy,
self-motivation, and the ability to integrate several distinct
per formance skills into one unif ied whole. Developing these
abilities requires commitment and self-discipline; however, at
CSVPA , you are suppor ted by a team of highly experienced and
dedicated teachers ever y step of the way.

SUBJECTS STUDIED
ACTING

GROUP SINGING

Investigate the major acting techniques developed
by inf luential practitioners, such as Stanislavski, Uta
Hagen, Sanford Meisner and Michael Checkhov and
discover how to apply them to your own work in
per formance. Developing authenticity, emotional
connection, imagination and commitment are
central aspects of this work.

Improve your overall singing technique whilst learning
key skills for singing within an ensemble, such as
listening, tuning, timing and following lines of harmony.

HISTORY OF MUSICAL THEATRE
Examine the development of musical theatre across
the 20th centur y to the present day, from Gilber t
and Sullivan through to cutting edge contemporar y
composers. All major composers and composer/
lyricist teams will be covered within the contex t of
their most pivotal and inf luential works.

MUSICAL THEATRE DANCE
Develop prof iciency in a range of relevant
dance techniques, such as jazz, lyrical, tap and
commercial dance, and learn to ‘sell’ choreographic
compositions with precision, energy and f lair.

CONTEMPORARY DANCE
Continue to explore the expressive potential of
your body through innovative choreography. With
strong links to physical theatre, contemporar y
dance gives you a whole new medium through
which stories can be told.

SONG & DANCE
Become a ‘triple-threat’ by learning to integrate
singing, dancing and acting skills into one cohesive
and charismatic per formance.

BALLET
This ballet class will provide students with
oppor tunities to work on improving their posture,
coordination, weight placement and strength, in
addition to per formance skills, team-work and
spatial awareness. The students will learn and build
on basic ballet vocabular y while working in large or
small groups and doing individual practice. Students
will also be given oppor tunities to experiment with
their own creative and choreographic abilities. This
class will help to develop an all-around and versatile
per former.

VOCAL ANATOMY
Learn to understand the physical mechanisms of voice
production, from effective breathing through to basic
vocal tract anatomy and function.

VOICE
Learn to free your body of tension and ineff icient
patterns of ‘self-use’ to f ind a f lexible, connected,
authentic and healthy voice that is fully expressive and
capable of communicating complex thoughts and deep
emotions with clarity and power.

MOVEMENT
Discover your body’s expressive potential as you
untangle yourself from old physical habits and embrace
a way of working that is anchored in authenticity,
vulnerability and honest, impulsive reactions to tex ts
and other stimuli.

TEXT
Combine a solid grounding in tex tual analysis with
explorator y embodiment techniques to unlock and
deepen your connection with various forms of writing
from Shakespearean verse through to narrative
prose and poetr y.

PHONETICS
Gain a basic understanding of the International
Phonetic Alphabet (IPA) and phonetic notation as it
per tains to Received Pronunciation and clarity for the
actor.

WEEKLY WORKSHOPS
You will par ticipate in regular toolkit workshops from
Shakespeare, voice and movement through to mask
work, musical theatre dance and improvisation along
with a range of exciting, new and evolving workshops.

Throughout the year students are required to attend certain, specified productions and are encouraged to view live theatre
productions as part of the course. Specific visits to drama school productions will be arranged by your course leader. There are
also visits to London for the purposes of finding appropriate audition material. It should be noted that the cost of theatre tickets and
transportation is not covered in the tuition fees. Students/parents will need to ensure that students have access to funds for these
important excursions throughout the year.

Christopher Chalmers | Destination: Arts
Educational School, London

DESTINATIONS

“I have really enjoyed the intensity of the course and how
it adapts to our needs and to suit our well-being. There
is a great balance of individual time with our tutors and
group work. If I had auditioned for a Degree programme
straight from school I would not have gotten in because I
would not have had the skills this course has given me.”

RADA | Bristol Old Vic | LIPA | LAMDA | Drama Centre | Royal
Scottish Academy of Music and Drama | East15 | Mountview Academy of
Theatre Ar ts | Guildhall School of Music and Drama | Royal Central School
of Speech and Drama | Manchester Metropolitan University School of
Theatre | Ar ts Education London | Goldsmiths | Royal Welsh College of
Music and Drama | American Academy of Dramatic Ar t | New York Film
Academy | Hochschule für Schauspielkunst Ernst Busch |
L’École Jacques Lecoq

Melangell Dolma | Destination: Royal Welsh
College of Speech and Drama

“Coming here was the most exhilarating year of my life.
The experience was amazing; it was an emotional
rollercoaster. Ver y demanding and ver y challenging; but
to see the journey I have taken. I’m conf ident enough
to stand there and sing solo in front of ever yone and
to dance; things I never thought I could do or have the
conf idence to do.”

Daisy Waterstone | Moved straight from the Drama
Foundation into professional work. Daisy made her
professional stage debut at The Old Vic in Yael
Farber’s production of The Crucible. Television
includes: Silent Witness (BBC), Cyber Bully
(Channel 4). Film includes: Testament of Youth
“CSVPA gave me huge suppor t and guidance as to the
sor t of actor and person I am. I’m grateful that I had the
chance to do this Foundation course, taught by such
talented people. You will get ever y thing you need out of
this programme and more, it will set you up for life.”

“THE AUDITION DAY WAS
VERY IN-DEPTH AND I COULD
SEE HOW AMAZING THE
TR AINING WOULD BE FROM
THE CSVPA TUTORS”
Isabella Williams
Destination: Birmingham Conservatoire

HOW TO APPLY

AUDITION REQUIREMENTS

– School of Acting

Admission to this course is by attending an audition day
workshop. This audition day will give you the oppor tunity to
see how we intend to work with you at CSVPA and provides
us with the occasion to audition you holistically by obser ving
your group work skills, in addition to your individual audition.
A non-refundable audition registration fee applies.
International students who cannot attend the audition day
workshop can audition via DVD/Video/YouTube. This must
be submitted with your application form. Following this you
may also be asked to attend a Skype inter view as well.

ENTRY REQUIREMENTS
Age 			

18 years +

Educational Level	Completed A levels
English level 		

IELTS 5.5+ (no element under 4.0)

Start			September
Course Length		

3 terms (September to June)

Taught Contact Time

Up to 30 hours per week

Progression		

Drama School or University

CLASSICAL & CONTEMPORARY ACTING
You should deliver two monologues each from memory and in English:
1 x classical monologue. Example playwrights include: William Shakespeare, John Webster, Lope de Vega,
Anton Chekhov, Tennessee Williams.
1 x contemporary monologue. Example writers (from 1960 onwards) include: Caryl Churchill,
David Hare, David Mamet, Mar tin Crimp, Sue Arnold, Clare McIntyre.
Candidates should deliver monologues appropriate to their age and should deliver them in their own accent.
Candidates should be sure to wear loose and comfor table clothing.

MUSICAL THEATRE
You should deliver one monologue (classical or contemporary), lasting two minutes, delivered in English and from
memory and perform two songs taken from the musical theatre reper toire (one traditional and one
contemporary piece):
Examples of traditional composers include: George Gershwin, Cole Por ter, Rodgers and Hammerstein,
Leonard Bernstein.
Examples of contemporary composers include: Stephen Schwar tz, Jason Rober t Brown, Tom Kitt,
Stephen Sondheim.
If you attend an audition at CSVPA, an accompanist will be provided for your audition. Please bring sheet music for
your songs in the keys in which you perform them. If you are submitting your audition by DVD, songs must be accompanied by piano or a backing track.

TERM DATES 2018 –19
ACCOMMODATION FEES 2018–19
WINTER TERM
Monday 3rd September 2018 to Friday 14th December 2018
Half Term: Saturday 20th October 2018 to Sunday 28th October 2018
Christmas Vacation: Saturday 15th December 2018 to Sunday 6th Januar y 2019

The catered accommodation fees include breakfast, lunch and an evening meal on weekdays and brunch and supper at the weekend during
term time. Day students or self-catered students will need to purchase meals required. College policy is such that all under 18s are catered.

SPRING TERM
Monday 7th January 2019 to Friday 5th April 2019
Half Term: Saturday 16th Februar y 2019 to Sunday 24th Februar y 2019
Easter Vacation: Friday 6th April 2019 to Monday 22nd April 2019

Catered

SUMMER TERM
Monday 23rd April 2019 to Friday 21st June 2019

Discounted Advance Price *

3 Terms

Termly

Halls of residence, catered

£13,820

£14,100

£4,700

Homestay, catered

£9,790

£9,990

£3,330

Discounted Advance Price *

3 Terms

Termly

£11,290

£11,520

£3,840

Self Catered
Halls of residence, self-catered

TUITION FEES 2018–19
A D D I T I O N A L F EE S 2 018 –2 019

HOME/EU TUITION FEES

Drama Foundation

Discounted Advance
Price*

3 Terms

Per Term

£18,320

£18,690

£6,230

INTERNATIONAL TUITION FEES

Drama Foundation

Discounted Advance
Price*

3 Terms

Per Term

£26,990

£ 27,540

£9,180

* A 2% advance payment discount is given on programmes of 2 terms or more if payment for tuition and accommodation
fees are made in full at least 2 weeks prior to the star t of the course. Advance tuition fees must be paid by Friday 17th
August 2018.
All programmes are subject to a £300 registration fee and a refundable deposit payment of £2,200 (refundable
after the completion of your course)

Airport Transfers

Additional Fees

Heathrow

£195

Gatwick

£195

Stansted

£115

Other London

£150

Registration Fee
Refundable Deposit

£300
£2,200

Other fees might include: coursebooks, some materials and examination fees (as applicable) as well as optional social activities.

TO ENQUIRE CONTACT
Central Admissions
Cambridge Education Group
Kett House
Station Road
Cambridge
CB1 2JH
Tel: +44 (0) 1223 345 698 | Fax: +44 (0) 1223 346181 | Email: admissions@csvpa.com

W W W.CSVPA.COM

